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(54) MOTION ANALYSIS METHOD BASED ON VIDEO COMPRESSION CODE STREAM, CODE 
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(57) The present invention relates to security video
monitoring for and discloses a motion analysis method
and a code stream conversion method based on video
compression code stream and apparatus thereof. In the
invention, a total number of bits or a residual bit number
of a macro block in a video I frame s extracted from the
video compression code stream; weighted average is
performed to the total number of bits or a residual bit
number of the macro block whose position corresponds
with the current macro block in the latest M frames and
a background value is obtained through calculating; a
difference value between the total number of bits or the
residual bit number of the current macro block and the
background value is calculated, and if the difference val-
ue is greater than a predetermined first threshold, then
a moving object is determined to be detected. Weighted
average background modeling is performed to macro
block information, such as the total numbers of bits or
the residual bit number of the macro block corresponds
with the current macro block in latest M frames. Threshold
determination is performed to a background difference
value matching result and motion analysis is performed.
Coding picture of the macro block between the frames

does not need to be calculated. Calculated quantity is
small and the adaptability to the code stream and a scene
is strong.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to security video monitoring, in particular a video processing technology.

Background of the Invention

[0002] With the rapid development of video monitoring technology, requirement of the users for monitoring system is
getting higher and higher. A very significant point is that they expect the monitoring system can provide more intelligent
functions. Video motion analysis function is a very basic and important function among the various intelligent functions.
The so-called video motion analysis means detecting screen changes of specific area and moving objects in video
screens of specific video scenes and eliminating interference from normal light change and noise, and then providing
useful information for subsequent alarm, target classification and target tracking.
[0003] In the video code stream motion analysis of the prior technology, such as a Chinese Patent No. CN03103526.4
discloses an analysis method based on the average size of inter-frame coding picture. The motion information is detected
by calculating average size of video frames which is inter-frame coded and change rate of the average size in the above
patent. The inventors of the present invention have found that: first of all, as influenced by code-rate control module in
code stream encoding, even static code streams of two neighboring frames may have larger difference in size because
the difference of the used quantized coefficients may be greater, whereas all video frames are coded only using one
same quantized coefficient and only video that contain a large amount of motion information can be effectively detected
in this method. For the above, the method in above patent can cause faulty motion determination. Secondly, if there are
slowly moving objects exist in the video and the sizes of these objects account for a smaller proportion of the total picture,
the moving objects are unable to effectively detect by the method as size of the code stream does not change significantly,
when the sequence is encoded using the same quantized coefficient. Last, the determination of this method is based
on size of code stream of the whole picture, which is unable to detect areas happened movement and direction of moving
object, though it can detect if there exists a moving object in video. In a word, the method can only accomplish simple
motion detection, but is unable to adapt various coded code stream and scenarios.
[0004] The inventors of the present invention also found that coding end can provide limited information and process
limited computation in the video motion analysis method using coding ends information in prior art. Therefore, the
accuracy is not high and this kind of methods have rigorous requirement for video scenes and most of them can only
be applied for simple indoor scenes instead of complicated outdoor scenes. Similarly, the video motion analysis method
based on decoding pictures figures out decoding pictures by decoding compressed code stream and then counts pixel
features of the decoding pictures and performs motion analysis according to these features, therefore the defect of this
kind of methods is that a great deal of computation and larger storage space are needed for computing coding pictures
and performing motion analysis on decoding pictures, which result in a difficult in achieving real-time processing result.
On the other hand, its operation accuracy is low because most of decoding pictures are distorted.
[0005] The inventors of the present invention also found that there exist following methods to implement video code
stream conversion method and overcome its defect in prior conversion technology:
[0006] Firstly, dual code stream method. One code stream with lower resolution or frame rate is coded in this kind of
method besides coding one code stream with normal resolution and frame rate. The two code streams are used for
storage and network forwarding, respectively. Load of coding end and transmission load from coding end to receiving
end increased as two code streams need to be coded while code stream with lower resolution and frame rate may lead
to key information missing.
[0007] Secondly, transcoding storage method. This kind of methods transform received code stream to code stream
with lower resolution or frame rate by a specific algorithm, so as to reduce required storage space when storing a code
stream. Transcoding process is added to receiving apparatus in the method which have to consume greater calculated
quantity. Moreover, transcoded code stream will inevitably cause missing of information of the picture as its low frame
rate and resolution.
[0008] Thirdly, code stream extraction method. This kind of methods extract coding code stream corresponding to
some frames or field for reference out of video code stream and discard coding code stream corresponding to other
frames or field not for reference. The method has less calculated quantity than above two methods. However, it still has
a problem of information missing as discarded frames may contain key motion information.
[0009] Otherwise, as IP cameras provide more information by providing pictures with increasing high resolution and
frame rate in monitoring field, transmission and processing of the video code stream lead to severe pressure on network
bandwidth and storage.
[0010] Therefore, how to achieve more effectively, stronger and wider range video motion analysis and how to reduce
pressures of network bandwidth and storage caused by video code stream are urgent problems for people to solve.
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Summary of the Invention

[0011] The purpose of the present invention is to provide a motion analysis method and a code stream conversion
method based on video compression code stream and apparatus thereof, which have no need to calculate coding picture
of inter macro block and have less calculated quantity and a strong adaptability for coding code stream and scenes.
[0012] Embodiments of the present invention disclose a motion analysis method based on video compression code
stream to solve above technical problems, including following steps:

a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from the video compression
code stream;

weighted average is performed to the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the macro blocks whose
positions correspond with the current macro block in latest M frames and a background value is obtained through
calculating, in which M is a natural number;

difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block and the
background value is calculated, and if the difference value is greater than the predetermined first threshold, then a
moving object is determined that has been detected.

[0013] Embodiments of the present invention further disclose a code stream conversion method based on video
compression code stream, including following steps:

the motion analysis is implemented on the video compression code stream according to any one of the motion
analysis methods mentioned above;

if the motion analysis determination is that the moving object has been detected, code stream in group of picture of
the detected moving object is outputted, otherwise code stream of pictures represented I frame in group of picture
of undetected moving object is outputted.

[0014] Embodiments of the present invention further disclose a motion analysis apparatus based on video compression
code stream, including following units:

a first extraction unit is configured to extract a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a
video frame from the video compression code stream;

a weighting unit is configured to perform weighted average to the total number of bits or the residual bit number of
macro blocks whose positions correspond with current macro block in the latest M frames and to obtain a background
value through calculating, in which M is a natural number;

a calculation unit is configured to calculate a difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit
number of the current macro block and the background value obtained from the weighting unit through calculating;

a first determination unit is configured to determine whether the difference value calculated by the calculation unit
is greater than predetermined first threshold, and then determine that a moving object has been detected if the
difference value is greater than the predetermined first threshold.

[0015] Embodiments of the present invention further disclose a code stream conversion apparatus based on video
compression code stream, including following units:

the motion analysis apparatus described above.

a motion code stream outputting unit for outputting code stream in group of picture of the detected moving object if
the motion analysis of the motion analysis apparatus determines that moving object has been detected, otherwise
outputting code stream of pictures represented I frame in group of picture of undetected moving object.

[0016] Comparing to prior art, the main differences and effects of the embodiments in the present invention are:
[0017] Weighted average background modeling is performed to macro block information, such as the total number of
bits or the residual bit number of the macro block and the like, wherein the position of the macro block corresponds with
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the current macro block of the P frame or the B frame in the latest M frames. Threshold determination is performed to
a background difference value matching result and motion analysis is performed. Coding picture of the inter macro block
does not need to be calculated. Calculated quantity is small and the adaptability to the coding code stream and a scene
is strong.
[0018] Without calculating coded picture of the inter macro block, I frame’s picture can be reconstructed according to
macro block information of I frame and normalization processing, background modeling and model matching can be
implemented according to macro block information of P frame and/or B frame. Moreover, the background modeling
method base on macro block information of compressed code stream has a strong adjustability for coding code stream
and scenes, which can detect areas and directions happened motion in pictures with a small calculated quantity and
quickly get motion areas and directions by easily and effectively eliminating the influence of noise and light in various
scenes to deal with all kinds of complicated indoor and outdoor scenes.
[0019] By only rebuilding picture of I frame instead of P frame or B frame, it can omit some procedures having no
serious influence on quality of the I picture to save calculated quantity, such as loop filtering.
[0020] Video compression code stream can be filtered or transcoded by combining code stream conversion and motion
analysis result, which can reduce pressure of network bandwidth and storage caused by incremental video compression
code stream.
[0021] Code stream can be converted by directly using the result of the motion analysis without cost a great deal of
calculated quantity, which can keep information of original pictures and reduce pressure of network bandwidth and
storage caused by incremental code stream.
[0022] Furthermore, by remapping residual information in process of compressing video code stream, influence due
to different quantization parameters or different quantization algorithms can be eliminated, which can further improve
accuracy of the motion analysis.
[0023] Furthermore, classification of the macro block is merged into the normalized processing on intra and inter macro
blocks and the preprocessing procedure of macro block information in remapping processing, which enables the macro
block information can be expressed in a unified form to facilitate sequential motion analysis.
[0024] Furthermore, the accuracy of the motion analysis can be further improved by utilizing motion vector as a
supplementary determination criterion.
[0025] Furthermore, motion vector of the current macro block can be obtained by weighted average filtering the motion
vectors of different type of macro blocks, which forms a unified expression of the motion vector to facilitate sequential
motion analysis.
[0026] Furthermore, by adding macro block determination in designated area to the motion analysis method based
on video compression code stream, the macro block of designated area can be automatically and quickly located, and
the subsequent background value of the macro block will not be calculated if it is not the macro block of the designated
area, which will save unnecessary system overhead.
[0027] Furthermore, by adding determination of directed motion vector to the motion analysis method based on video
compression code stream, the macro block of designated direction can be automatically and quickly located, and the
subsequent background value of the macro block will not be calculated if it is not the macro block of the designated
direction, which will save unnecessary system overhead as well as time and energy in practical application, such as the
video compression motion analysis, etc.
[0028] Furthermore, motion area and direction in the picture can be detected by normalized processing and background
modeling for macro block information only in P frame and B frame and detecting moving objects using the background
model. This method has a small calculated quantity and can easily and effectively eliminate the influence of noise and
light in various scenes to deal with all kinds of complicated indoor and outdoor scenes. It also can quickly get designated
motion area and direction to save calculated quantity.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0029]

Fig. 1 shows a flow chart of a motion analysis method based on video compression code stream in the first embodiment
of the present invention.

Fig. 2 shows a flow chart of a motion analysis method based on video compression code stream in the second
embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3 shows a flow chart of a motion analysis method based on video compression code stream in the third em-
bodiment of the present invention.
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Fig. 4 shows a flow chart of a sub-step of the step 305 that extracting motion vector of the current macro block in
the third embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 5 shows a diagram of macro block information of a motion analysis method based on video compression code
stream in the third embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 6 shows a diagram of macro block information of a motion analysis method based on video compression code
stream in the third embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 7 shows a flow chart of a motion analysis method based on video compression code stream in the third em-
bodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 8 shows a flow chart of a motion analysis method based on video compression code stream in the fourth
embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 9 shows a flow chart of a code stream conversion method based on video compression code stream in the fifth
embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 10 shows a flow chart of a code stream conversion method based on video compression code stream in the
fifth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 11 shows a flow chart of a code stream conversion method based on video compression code stream in the
fifth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 12 shows a structure diagram of a motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream in the
sixth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 13 shows a structure diagram of a motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream in the
seventh embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 14 shows a structure diagram of a motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream in the
eighth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 15 shows a structure diagram of a motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream in the
eighth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 16 shows a structure diagram of a code stream conversion apparatus based on video compression code stream
in the ninth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 17 shows a structure diagram of a code stream conversion apparatus based on video compression code stream
in the tenth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 18 shows a structure diagram of a code stream conversion apparatus based on video compression code stream
in the tenth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 19 shows a structure diagram of a code stream conversion apparatus based on video compression code stream
in the tenth embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0030] The following description provides plenty of technical details for a better understanding. Those who skilled in
the art will understand, however, these technical solutions required to be protected in the claims of the present invention
can be practiced without many of these specific technical details and all kinds of changes and modifications in following
embodiments.
[0031] Embodiments of the present invention will be further described in detail so that the purpose, technical solution
and advantages of the present invention can become clearer.
[0032] The first embodiment of the present invention relates to a motion analysis method based on video compression
code stream. Fig. 1 is the flow chart of the motion analysis method based on video compression code stream. Specifically,
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as shown in Fig.1, the motion analysis method base on video compression code stream includes following steps:
[0033] In step 101, a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from
video compression code stream. Frame is the base unit when progressive scanning video in video compression code
stream. Field is the base unit consisted of all odd or even lines when interlaced scanning video. One picture can be one
frame or one field. Rate of the video processing in frame is called frame rate. Pixel is a basic unit of digital picture and
each pixel is a sampling point on the picture which characterizes information of the picture on position of the pixel, such
as light intensity, etc. A black and white picture consists of X3Y brightness sampling points (X is horizontal and Y is
vertical), wherein X is called horizontal resolution, and Y is called vertical resolution, or both are collectively called
resolution. A color picture consists of several two-dimensional planes characterizing information such as representation
brightness, chroma, etc, which often includes three planes, that is, brightness Y, blue color difference Cb and red color
difference Cr.
[0034] In video compression algorithm, neighboring movements pictures may exist a large number of similar region
and one of these pictures can reference another picture (or several other pictures), so that it is only need to process
difference between former picture and later picture when compressing the former one, so as to reduce the amount of
data. This kind of coding mode is called inter-frame coding. If whole or part of a picture is coded without using above
inter-frame coding, this coding mode is called intra-frame coding. Data of the intra-frame coding do not refer to other
data in time dimension. For example, video compression standard algorithm defined by H.264/AVC is a main video
compression algorithm in international security video monitoring application of present.
[0035] When coding video data, each picture is divided into 16x16 non-overlapping brightness pixels and macro blocks
corresponding to area chroma pixels, which are basic process units in video data coding. In general, brightness block
is a 16316 pixel block while size of two chroma picture pixel blocks is determined according to sample format of its
picture, such as, for YUV420 sample picture, its chroma block is the 838 pixel block. In each picture, several macro
blocks are arrayed to a slice form and the picture is coded block by block to form a continuous video code stream.
Wherein, macro block information includes classification of macro block, coding total number of bits, motion vector, and
quantization parameter of macro block, etc. In addition, macro blocks of each picture can be further divided into sub-
macro blocks as the basic unit of video coding, such as 1638, 8316, 838 and 4x4 sub-macro blocks. Processing unit
is not restricted to 16x16 block in the present invention. Sub-division can be used as processing unit when using this
method, wherein, intra macro block is formed by intra-frame coding mode and inter macro block is formed by inter-frame
coding mode.
[0036] In order to eliminate time redundancy when coding video data, if macro block is coded using inter-frame coding
mode, motion vector (its abbreviation is MV) is indicated by position motion offset having minimum difference between
the macro block and this macro block’s former picture (or former and later). In a two-dimensional, the offset, i.e. motion
vector is represented as two components with different direction (MVx, MVy), which includes information parameters
like motion direction, etc.
[0037] Not every macro block can find its same position in former (or former and later) pictures, so a massage indicated
specific difference value of every pixel exists besides motion offset, i.e. residuals or residual bit number.
[0038] In order to filter part of insensitive information for human eyes and reduce date quantity, a step of quantifying
residual information using quantization parameter (its abbreviation is QP) exists in coding process. However, quantization
can cause distortion and quantization parameter is usually a parameter used in quantization, in which the greater
parameter is, the greater picture distortion will be generated.
[0039] Code stream of a picture only coded by inter-frame coding mode is called I frame code stream, which can be
decoded and get picture without depending on its former code stream. It has to start with an I picture when decoding
video compression code stream. When applying video monitoring, I picture usually emerges at a specific interval, such
as 1 second or several seconds, which is propitious to random access and access operation, such as scrollbar dragging
in video playing, etc.
[0040] Code stream of the picture whose whole or part region is coded by intra-frame coding mode is called P frame
or B frame, which can be decoded and get picture depending on its former code stream. As P frame or B frame utilize
previous data as their reference, their compression rates are higher than I frame’s.
[0041] A video code stream consisting of all P frame pictures or B frame pictures between one I picture (which is
included) and its next I picture is called a group of picture (its abbreviation is GOP).
[0042] Similar to I picture and P picture or B picture mentioned above, every macro block in P picture or B picture can
be classified to intra macro block and inter macro block. Only intra macro blocks exist in I picture, wherein an intra macro
block is formed using intra-frame coding mode and a inter macro block is formed using inter-frame coding mode.
[0043] Then the process proceeds to step 102. Weighted average is performed to the total number of bits or the
residual bit number of macro blocks whose positions correspond with the current macro block in the latest M frames
and a background value is obtained through calculating, in which M is a natural number.
[0044] Weighted average background modeling is performed to macro block information, such as the total number of
bits or the residual bit number of the macro block and the like, wherein the position of the macro block corresponds with
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the current macro block of the P frame or the B frame in the latest M frames. Threshold determination is performed to
a background difference value matching result and motion analysis is performed. Coding picture of the inter macro block
does not need to be calculated. Calculated quantity is small and the adaptability to the coding code stream and a scene
is strong.
[0045] By only rebuilding picture of I frame instead of P frame or B frame, it can omit some procedures having no
serious influence on quality of the I picture to save calculated quantity, such as loop filtering.
[0046] Then the process proceeds to step 103. Difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit
number of the current macro block and the background value is calculated.
[0047] When calculating the difference rsd_dif between the total number of bits or the residual bit number block_rsd
of the current macro block and the background value bg_avg_rsd, the difference measure method between the residual
bit number and the background value can utilize absolute difference rsd_dif =|block_rsd-bg_avg_rsd| between the residual
bit number block_rsd and the background value bg_avg_rsd in current macro blocks of both number, but not restrict to
the absolute value measure method, which can be such as the square root of the difference, etc.
[0048] Then the process proceeds to step 104. Whether the difference value between the total number of bits or the
residual bit number of the current macro block and the background value is greater than predetermined first threshold
is determined.
[0049] If the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block
and the background value is greater than the predetermined first threshold, the process proceeds to step 105; otherwise,
this process ends.
[0050] In step 105, if the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number and the background
value is determined to be greater than the predetermined first threshold, a moving object is determined that has been
detected in the current macro block. Then the process ends.
[0051] The second embodiment of the present invention relates to a motion analysis method based on video com-
pression code stream.
[0052] The second embodiment is improved based on the first embodiment. The main improvement is: quantifying
residual information in process of compressing video code stream, which can filter part of insensitive information for
human eyes and reduce date quantity to improve compression effect when picture distortion has no obvious influence
on the motion analysis result. Classification of the macro block is merged into a normalized processing on intra and inter
macro blocks and a preprocessing procedure of macro block information in remapping processing, which enables the
macro block information can be expressed in a unified form to facilitate sequential motion analysis.
[0053] After the step 101 that a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame is
extracted from video compression code stream, the method includes following step:
[0054] A total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block is remapped to the total number of bits or the
residual number being independent with quantization parameter according to quantization algorithm defined by com-
pression standard of the video compression code stream.
[0055] Before the step of the remapping, the method includes following steps:

Classification of the macro block is merged into inter macro block and intra macro block according to the compression
standard of the video compression code stream.

[0056] In the step of the remapping, the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the macro block is remapped
to the total number of bits or the residual bit number being independent with the quantization parameter according to
the quantization algorithm defined by the compression standard of the video compression code stream and the classi-
fication of the macro block.
[0057] As a preferred implementation in the present invention, Fig.2 is a flow chart of the motion analysis method
based on video compression code stream. Specifically, the motion analysis method based on video compression code
stream is shown in Fig.2:

In step 201, a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video
compression code stream.

[0058] Then the process proceeds to step 202. Classification of the macro block is merged into inter macro block and
intra macro block according to the compression standard of the video compression code stream.
[0059] In other embodiments of the present invention, the process of merging inter-frame and intra macro blocks of
the M frames is also called normalized processing for classification of the macro block of inter and\or intra macro blocks
of the M frames.
[0060] Then the process proceeds to step 203. The total number of bits or the residual bit number of the macro block
is remapped to the total number of bits or the residual bit number being independent with the quantization quantity
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according to the quantization algorithm defined by the compression standard of the video compression code stream.
[0061] Then the process proceeds to step 204. Weighted average is performed to the total number of bits or the
residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with the current macro block in latest M frames
and then a background value is obtained through calculating, in which M is a natural number.
[0062] The weighted average to residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with the current
macro block in latest M frames can be performed by following method: 

wherein, bg_avg_rsd(k) indicates that the residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with the
current macro block in latest M frames is the residual bit number having been weighted average, k indicates current
moment in time domain, block_rsd(k-i) indicates residual bit number of macro blocks having the same position in former
moment i of time-domain, m is a positive integer and indicates to perform weighted average to the residual bit number
of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with M frames, ω(k-i) is the weight of the residual bit number of the

macro blocks whose positions correspond with M frames and needs to meet the condition of  and

ω(k-i)≥0.
[0063] Weighted average background modeling is performed to macro block information, such as the total number of
bits or the residual bit number of the macro block and the like, wherein the position of the macro block corresponds with
the current macro block of the P frame or the B frame in the latest M frames. Threshold determination is performed to
a background difference value matching result and motion analysis is performed. Coding picture of the inter macro block
does not need to be calculated. Calculated quantity is small and the adaptability to the coding code stream and a scene
is strong.
[0064] Then the process proceeds to step 205. Difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit
number of the current macro block and the background value is calculated.
[0065] When calculating the difference rsd_dif between the total number of bits or the residual bit number block_rsd
of the current macro block and the background value bg_avg_rsd, the difference measure method between the residual
bit number and the background value can utilize absolute difference rsd_dif =|block_rsd-bg_avg_rsd| between the residual
bit number block_rsd and the background value bg_avg_rsd in current macro blocks of both number, but not restrict to
the absolute value measure method, which can be such as the square root of the difference, etc.
[0066] Then the process proceeds to step 206. Whether the difference value between the total number of bits or the
residual bit number of the current macro block and the background value is greater than predetermined first threshold
is determined.
[0067] If the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block
and the background value is greater than the predetermined first threshold, the process proceed to step 207; otherwise
this process ends.
[0068] In step 207, if the difference of the total number of bits or residual bit number is determined to be greater than
the predetermined first threshold, a moving object is determined that has been detected in the current macro block. Then
the process ends.
[0069] The third embodiment of the present invention relates to a motion analysis method based on video compression
code stream.
[0070] The third embodiment is improved based on the first embodiment. The main improvement is: after calculating
the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block and the
background value, the difference is implemented triple threshold determination to further improve accuracy rate of the
motion analysis. The motion vector of the current macro block can be obtained by weighted average filtering the motion
vectors of different type of macro blocks, which forms a unified expression of the motion vector to facilitate sequential
motion analysis.
[0071] To be specific:
[0072] Before the step 103 that difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the
current macro block and the background value is calculated, the method further includes a following step:

A motion vector of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video compression code stream.

[0073] After the step 103 that difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current
macro block and the background value is calculated, the method includes a following step:
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A moving object is determined that has been detected if the difference is greater than predetermined third threshold
and motion vector of the current macro block is greater than predetermined second threshold, in which the prede-
termined first threshold is greater than or equal to the predetermined third threshold.

[0074] In other embodiments of the present invention, measure method of the motion vector can be absolute value of
the vector, such as adopting absolute value and/or the square root of the sum of the squares of its horizontal and
management components
[0075] In other embodiments of the present invention, the thresholds can be predetermined or dynamically generated
or dynamically adjusted according to scene’s classification, sensitivity parameters inputted by users and noise intensity,
in which usually the greater the noise intensity is, the bigger the threshold is and the greater the sensitivity parameter
is, the smaller the threshold is.
[0076] Before the step that a motion vector of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video compression
code stream, the method also includes a following step:

Classification of the macro block is merged into inter macro block and\or intra macro block according to the com-
pression standard of the video compression code stream.

[0077] The step that a motion vector of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video compression code
stream further includes following sub-steps:

weighted average is performed to motion vectors of all sub-macro blocks to obtain the motion vector of the current
macro block when the current macro block is an inter macro block and has been divided to multiple sub-macro blocks;
weighted average is performed to motion vectors of inter macro blocks around the intra macro block to obtain the
motion vector of the current macro block when the current macro block is an intra macro block.

[0078] As a preferred implementation in the present invention, Fig. 3 is a flow chart of a motion analysis method based
on video compression code stream. As shown in Fig.3, the motion analysis method based on video compression code
stream specifically includes following steps:

In step 301, a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video
compression code stream.

[0079] Then the process proceeds to step 302. Classification of the macro block is merged into inter macro block
and\or intra macro block according to the compression standard of the video compression code stream.
[0080] In other embodiments of the present invention, the process of merging inter-frame and intra macro blocks of
the M frames is also called normalized processing on classification of the macro block of inter and\or intra macro blocks
of the M frames.
[0081] Then the process proceeds to step 303. The total number of bits or the residual bit number of the macro block
is remapped to the total number of bits or the residual number being independent with quantization parameter according
to quantization algorithm defined by compression standard of the video compression code stream.
[0082] Then the process proceeds to step 304. Weighted average is performed to the total number of bits or the
residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with the current macro block in the latest M frames
and a background value is obtained through calculating, in which M is a natural number.
[0083] The weighted average to residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with the current
macro block in the latest M frames can be performed by following method: 

wherein, bg_avg_rsd(k) indicates that the residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with the
current macro block in the latest M frames is the residual bit number having been weighted average, k indicates current
moment in time domain, block_rsd(k-i) indicates residual bit number of macro blocks having the same position in former
moment i of time-domain, m is a positive integer and indicates to perform weighted average to the residual bit number
of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with M frames, ω(k-i) is the weight of the residual bit number of the

macro blocks whose positions correspond with M frames and needs to meet the condition of  and
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ω(k-i)≥0.
[0084] Weighted average background modeling is performed to macro block information, such as the total number of
bits or the residual bit number of the macro block and the like, wherein the position of the macro block corresponds with
the current macro block of the P frame or the B frame in the latest M frames. Threshold determination is performed to
a background difference value matching result and motion analysis is performed. Coding picture of the inter macro block
does not need to be calculated. Calculated quantity is small and the adaptability to the coding code stream and a scene
is strong.
[0085] Then the process proceeds to step 305. A motion vector of the macro block in the video frame is extracted
from the video compression code stream.
[0086] Then the process proceeds to step 306. Difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit
number of the current macro block and the background value is calculated.
[0087] When calculating the difference rsd_dif between the total number of bits or the residual bit number block_rsd
of the current macro block and the background value bg_avg_rsd, the difference measure method between the residual
bit number and the background value can utilize absolute difference rsd_dif =|block_rsd-bg_avg_rsd| between the residual
bit number block_rsd and the background value bg_avg_rsd in current macro blocks of both number, but not restrict to
the absolute value measure method, which can be such as the square root of the difference, etc.
[0088] Then the process proceeds to step 307. Whether the difference value between the total number of bits or the
residual bit number of the current macro block and the background value is greater than predetermined first threshold
is determined.
[0089] If the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block
and the background value is not greater than the predetermined first threshold, the process proceeds to step 308;
otherwise proceeds to step 310.
[0090] In step 308, whether the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the
current macro block and the background value is greater than predetermined third threshold is determined, wherein the
first threshold is greater than or equal to the third threshold.
[0091] If the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block
and the background value is greater than the predetermined third threshold, the process proceeds to step 309; otherwise
the process ends.
[0092] In step 309, if the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current
macro block and the background value is greater than the predetermined third threshold, whether the motion vector
extracted in step 305 is greater than predetermined second threshold is determined.
[0093] If the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block
and the background value is greater than the predetermined third threshold and the motion vector of the current macro
block is greater than the predetermined second threshold, the process proceeds to step 310; otherwise the process ends.
[0094] In step 310, a moving object is determined that has been detected if the difference value between the total
number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block and the background value is determined to be
greater than the predetermined third threshold in step 308 and the motion vector of the current macro block is determined
to be great than the predetermined second threshold in step 309, or the difference value between the total number of
bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block and the background value is greater than the predetermined
first threshold in which the predetermined first threshold is greater than or equal to the predetermined third threshold,
and then the process ends.
[0095] In other embodiments of the present invention, step 301 and 305 can be parallel executed, that is, the total bit
number or the residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame and the motion vector of the current macro block
are extracted from the video compression code stream.
[0096] Fig. 4 is a flow chart of the motion analysis method based on video compression code stream. Specifically, as
shown in Fig. 4, the step 305 of extracting motion vector of the current macro block further includes following sub-steps
in the motion analysis method based on video compression code stream:

In step 401, whether the current macro block is an inter macro block is determined.

[0097] If the current macro block is an inter macro block, the process proceeds to step 402; otherwise, proceeds to
step 404.
[0098] In step 402, if the current macro block is an inter macro block, whether the current macro block being an inter
macro block has been divided to multiple sub-macro blocks is sequentially determined.
[0099] If the current macro block is an inter macro block and has been divided to multiple sub-macro blocks, the
process proceeds to step 403; otherwise proceeds to above step 306.
[0100] In step 403, weighted average is performed to motion vectors of all the sub-macro blocks to obtain the motion
vector of the current macro block when the current macro block is an inter macro block and has been divided to multiple
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sub-macro blocks and then the process proceeds to above step 306.
[0101] In other embodiments of the present invention, weighted average is performed to motion vectors of all sub-
macro blocks of the current macro block being an inter macro block to obtain the motion vector of the current macro
block, which can be maximum value, minimum value or medium value of all sub-macro block, etc. And the inter macro
block reserves only one motion vector as the motion vector of the current macro block being an inter macro block.
Similarly, for the current macro block being an intra macro block and having no motion vector, its motion vector can be
obtained by performing weighted average to motion vectors of the inter macro blocks around it, or by using maximum
value, minimum value or medium value of the motion vectors of all inter macro blocks, etc.
[0102] In step 404, as classification of the macro block has been merged to only contain type of inter and/or intra
macro blocks in step 302, motion vectors of the inter macro blocks which is around the intra macro block are performed
weighted average to obtain motion vector of the current macro block, when the current macro block has been determined
as an intra macro block in above step 401. Then the process proceeds to step 306.
[0103] As a referred implementation in the present invention, its specific embodiment is described as following section:
[0104] Firstly, macro information of P frame or B frame is extracted from compression code stream according to above
motion analysis method based on video compression code stream, as shown in Fig. 5. Then preprocessed macro block
information is generated as shown in Fig. 6, wherein the preprocessing includes normalization of coding classification
of the macro blocks in extracted frame, quantization parameter related remapping of the total number of bits or the
residual bit number in extracted frame and filtering motion vectors. Several present mainstream video compression
standards based on hybrid coding framework are different on the respects of definition of classification of the macro
block, quantization and segmentation of motion vector, such as MPEG2, MPEG4, and H.264, etc. These different types
of macro block information is filtered and remapped by the preprocessing to form a unified expression.
[0105] In step of merging classification of the macro block, two classifications which are intra macro block and inter
macro block are subdivided to many sub-types by different types of compression standards. These sub-types are merged
to one macro block classification mb_type which has two classification of intra macro block and inter macro block and
the processed classification of the macro block is marked as block_type. Moreover, different classification of the macro
block mb_type may change the remapping for the total number of bits mb_bits of extracted frame’s macro block mentioned
in section below.
[0106] In step that the total bit number mb_bits of the macro block of the extracted frame is remapped according to
the quantization algorithm defined by compression standard, it results in the different total number of bits or the residual
bit number mb_bits of the macro block of extracted frame because all kinds of compression standards have different
quantitative curves and algorithms. Therefore, when the remapping is required, different measurement of the macro
block of the extracted frame can be converted from quantization parameter related compression bits to the picture
residual which is independent with the quantization parameter. Remapped residual bit number of the macro block is
remarked as block_rsd. Method of the remapping is that the total number of bits mb_bits of the macro block of the
extracted frame by a weighted value W which form a monotonic increasing curve with the quantization parameter. The
curve is defined by quantization algorithm of each compression standard and influenced by the macro block classification
mb_type, for example, intra macro block and inter macro block have different remapping curves.
[0107] When inter macro block is divided to many sub-macro blocks, motion vector MV is filtered and the filtering
method for filtering motion vectors MV can be performing weighted average to various sub-macro blocks or using of
maximum value, minimum value or medium value of the motion vectors of all sub-macro blocks, etc. In conclusion, one
inter macro block only preserve one motion vector MV as its motion vector. It should notice that there is no information
about motion vector in coding code stream when a macro block is an intra macro block, in this case, motion vector of
the intra macro block can utilize the weighted average of the motion vectors of the macro blocks around this intra macro
block. The motion vector of the filtered macro block is marked as block_mv.
[0108] As a preferred implementation in the present invention, Fig. 7 is a flow chart of the motion analysis method
based on video compression code stream. As shown in Fig.7, the motion analysis method based on video compression
code stream specifically includes following steps:
[0109] In step 701, whether the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the
current macro block and the background value is greater than the predetermined first threshold is determined.
[0110] If the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block
and the background value is greater than the predetermined first threshold, the process proceeds to step 704; otherwise
proceeds to step 702.
[0111] In step 702, if the difference value between the total bit number or residual bit number of the current macro
block and the background value is not greater than the predetermined first threshold, whether the difference value
between the total bit number or the residual bit number of the current macro block and the background value is greater
than predetermined third threshold is sequentially determined, in which the first threshold is greater than or equal to the
third threshold.
[0112] If the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block
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and the background value is greater than predetermined third threshold, the process proceeds to step 703; otherwise
proceeds to step 706.
[0113] In step 703, if the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current
macro block and the background value is not greater than predetermined first threshold but greater than the third
threshold, whether the motion vector of the current macro block is great than predetermined second threshold is se-
quentially determined.
[0114] If the motion vector of the current macro block is great than the predetermined second threshold, the process
proceeds to step 704; otherwise proceeds to step 706.
[0115] In step 704, if the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number and of the current
macro block the background value is not greater than predetermined first threshold but greater than the third threshold
and the motion vector of the current macro block is great than the predetermined second threshold, the current macro
block is determined to be the macro block in which moving objects have been detected.
[0116] Then the process proceeds to step 705, the macro block in which the moving object has been detected is
determined to be a moving block, and then the process proceeds to step 707.
[0117] In step 706, if the difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current
macro block and the background value is not greater than predetermined first threshold and the third threshold and/or
the motion vector of the current macro block is not great than the predetermined second threshold, the current macro
block is determined to be a static macro block.
[0118] Then the process proceeds to step 707, determination result of the static macro block and the moving macro
block is outputted or the static macro block or the moving macro block is outputted.
[0119] The fourth embodiment of the present invention relates to a motion analysis method based on video compression
code stream.
[0120] The fourth embodiment is improved based on the first embodiment. The main improvement is: macro block
determination of designated area and/or direction is added to the motion analysis method based on video compression
code stream, which the macro block of designated area and/or direction can be automatically and quickly located. The
background value of the macro block will not be calculated subsequently if it is not macro block of the designated area
and/or direction, which will save unnecessary system overhead as well as time and energy in practical application, such
as the video compression motion analysis, etc.
[0121] Motion area and direction in the picture can be detected by normalized processing and background modeling
for macro block information only in P frame and B frame and detecting moving objects using the background model.
This method has a small calculated quantity and can easily and effectively eliminate the influence of noise and light in
various scenes to deal with all kinds of complicated indoor and outdoor scenes. It also can quickly get designated motion
area and direction. Moreover, by only rebuilding picture of I frame instead of P frame or B frame, it can omit some
procedures having no serious influence on quality of the I picture to save calculated quantity, such as loop filtering.
[0122] Specifically:

before the step 102 that a background value is obtained through calculating, the method includes following steps:

whether the current macro block is the macro block in designated area is determined and then if the current
macro block is the macro block in designated area, the step that a background value is obtained through
calculating is executed, otherwise detection for the current macro block ends.

[0123] In the other embodiments of the present invention, the motion analysis of the motion analysis method base on
video compression code stream is not limited to only on designated area of video frame in video compression code
stream. The motion analysis detection for one or more picture frames of video frame can be implemented by the motion
analysis method based on video compression code stream, or the video frame is defaulted to be an area of the full
picture, when the requirement for continuity of moving object is higher.
[0124] Before the step 102 that a background value is obtained through calculating, the method includes following steps:

whether the angle between direction of the motion vector of current macro block and the designated direction is
smaller than a predetermined threshold is determined and then the step that a background value is obtained through
calculating is executed if the angle is smaller than the predetermined threshold, otherwise detection for the current
macro block ends.

[0125] In other embodiments of the present invention, it is not limited to implement motion analysis only on designated
motion direction of the video frame in video compression code stream, which can be defaulted as any directions.
[0126] The method of determining whether a motion direction interested users can be calculating an angle of two
directions, which determines that the two directions are identical if the angle is smaller than a specific threshold, otherwise
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determines that the two directions are not identical.
[0127] Before the step 101 that a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame is
extracted from video compression code stream, the method includes following steps:

classification of the current frame is determined;

if the current frame is a B frame or a P frame, then the step that a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a
macro block of a video frame is extracted from video compression code stream is executed;

if the current frame is an I frame, the picture of I frame is reconstructed and then the motion analysis is implemented
according to the reconstructed picture of I frame.

[0128] As a preferred implementation in the present invention, Fig.8 is a flow chart of the motion analysis method
based on the video compression code stream. As shown in Fig.8, the motion analysis method based on video compression
code stream specifically includes following steps:

In step 801, whether the classification of the current frame is B frame or P frame or I frame is determined.

[0129] If it is I frame, the process proceeds to step 810; if it is P frame or B frame, the process proceeds to step 802.
[0130] In step 802, a total number of bits or a residual bit number of macro blocks in current P frame or current B
frame is extracted.
[0131] Then the process proceeds to step 803, the motion vector of the macro block in the video frame is extracted
from the video compression code stream.
[0132] Then the process proceeds to step 804, it is determined that whether an angle between the direction of the
motion vector of the current macro block in current B frame or P frame and a designated direction is smaller than a
predetermined threshold.
[0133] If the angle between the direction of the motion vector of the current macro block in current B frame or P frame
and a designated direction is smaller than the predetermined threshold, the process proceeds to step 805; otherwise
the process ends.
[0134] In step 805, whether the current macro block in current B frame or current P frame is the macro block in
designated area is determined.
[0135] If the current macro block in current B frame or current P frame is the macro block in designated area, the
process proceeds to step 806; otherwise the process ends.
[0136] In step 806, weighted average is performed to the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current
macro block in current B frame or P frame and a background value is obtained through calculating.
[0137] Then the process proceeds to step 807, a difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit
number of the current macro block in current B frame or current P frame and the background value is calculated.
[0138] Then the process proceeds to step 808, whether the difference is greater than first threshold is determined.
[0139] If the difference is greater than the first threshold, the process proceeds to step 809; otherwise the process end.
[0140] In step 809, it is determined that the current macro block is the macro block in which moving object has been
detected and then end this process.
[0141] In step 810, picture of the I frame determined in step 801 is reconstructed.
[0142] Then the process proceeds to step 811. The motion analysis is implemented according to above reconstructed
I frame and then the process ends.
[0143] The fifth embodiment of the present invention relates to a code stream conversion method based on video
compression code stream. Fig. 9 is a flow chart of the code stream conversion method based on video compression
code stream. As shown in Fig.9, the code stream conversion method based on video compression code stream specifically
includes following steps:
[0144] In step 901, the motion analysis is implemented on video compression code stream according to any one of
the motion analysis methods mentioned above.
[0145] Code stream can be converted by directly using the result of the motion analysis without cost a great deal of
calculated quantity, which can keep information of original picture and reduce pressure of storage and network bandwidth
caused by incremental code stream.
[0146] In other embodiments of the present invention, the motion analysis method based on video compression code
stream can be chosen to implement motion analysis for macro block of I frame to determine relatively slower movement.
However, the motion analysis for macro block of I frame would not be chosen to implemented.
[0147] Then the process proceeds to step 902. Whether a moving object has been detected is determined according
to the analysis result from the step 901 that the motion analysis is implemented on the video compression code stream
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according to any one of the motion analysis methods mentioned above.
[0148] If the motion analysis determination is that the moving object has been detected, the process proceeds to step
903; otherwise the process proceeds to step 904.
[0149] In step 903, if the motion analysis has determined that a moving object has been detected, code stream in
group of picture of the detected moving object is outputted and then the process ends.
[0150] In step 904, if the motion analysis has determined that moving object has not been determined, only code
stream of pictures represented I frame in group of picture of undetected moving object is outputted and then the process
ends.
[0151] In some other embodiments of the present invention, code stream represented the picture of I frame can be
original code in GOP or transcoding code stream of the picture of the reconstructed I frame.
[0152] As a preferable implementation in the present invention, code stream conversion of the code stream conversion
method based on video compression code stream can be implemented in GOP.
[0153] As a preferred implementation in the present invention, Fig.10 is a flow chart of the code stream conversion
method based on video compression code stream. As shown in Fig.10, the code stream conversion method based on
video compression code stream specifically includes following steps:
[0154] In step 1001, whether the motion information exists in the code stream of GOP is determined according to the
determination result of the motion analysis on video compression code stream of any one of above motion analysis
methods.
[0155] If the motion information exists in the code stream of GOP, the process proceeds to step 1002; otherwise the
process proceeds to step 1003.
[0156] In step 1002, if the motion information exists in the code stream of GOP, code stream of the GOP in original
code stream in which the motion information exists is kept as the outputting for code stream conversion.
[0157] In step 1003, if the motion information does not exist in the code stream of GOP, the picture of reconstructed
I frame in which the motion information does not exist is converted and compressed as the outputting for code stream
conversion.
[0158] As a preferred implementation in the present invention, Fig.11 is a flow chart of the code stream conversion
method based on video compression code stream. As shown in Fig.11, the code stream conversion method based on
video compression code stream specifically includes following steps:
[0159] In step 1101, video compression code stream is inputted.
[0160] Then the process proceeds to step 1102. The video compression code stream is analyzed.
[0161] Then the process proceeds to step 1103. Whether the analyzed result of the video compression code stream
is I frame or P frame or B frame is determined.
[0162] If it is I frame, the process proceeds to step 1104; if it is P frame or B frame, the process proceeds to step 1106.
[0163] In step 1104, picture of the I frame is reconstructed.
[0164] Then the process proceeds to step 1105. Motion analysis is implemented for reconstructed I frame and then
the process proceeds to step 1107.
[0165] In step 1106, motion analysis is implemented for P frame or B frame.
[0166] Then the process proceeds to step 1107. Whether a moving object has been detected is determined according
to above motion analysis result for the picture of P frame or B frame and reconstructed I frame.
[0167] If the moving object has been detected, the process proceeds to step 1108; otherwise the process proceeds
to step 1109.
[0168] In step 1108, video compression code stream in which moving object exists is code stream conversion processed
and then the process proceeds to step 1110.
[0169] In step 1109, picture of the reconstructed I frame in which moving objet never exists is code stream conversion
processed and then the process proceeds to step 1110.
[0170] In step 1110, whether all video code streams have been handled is determined.
[0171] If all video code streams have not been processed, return to step 1101 to continue inputting video compression
code stream; otherwise, the process ends.
[0172] The method embodiments of this invention all can be implemented by software, hardware and firmware etc.
No matter this invention is implemented by software, or hardware, or firmware, instruction codes all can be stored in the
memory (such as permanent or revisable, volatile or non-volatile, solid or non solid, fixed or exchangeable media etc)
that any type of computers can access. Likewise, the memory can be such as programmable array logic, random access
memory, programmable read only memory, read-only memory, electrically erasable programmable ROM, floppy disc,
optical disc, and digital versatile disc etc.
[0173] The sixth embodiment of the present invention relates to a motion analysis apparatus based on video com-
pression code stream. Fig. 12 is a structure diagram of the motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code
stream. As shown in Fig. 12, the motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream specifically
includes following units:
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[0174] A first extraction unit is configured to extract a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in
a video frame from video compression code stream.
[0175] A weighting unit is configured to perform weighted average to the total number of bits or the residual bit number
of macro blocks whose positions correspond with current macro block in latest M frames and to obtain a background
value through calculating, in which M is a natural number;
[0176] A calculation unit is configured to calculate difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit
number of the current macro block and the background value obtained from the weighting average unit through calculating.
[0177] A first determination unit is configured to determine whether the difference value calculated by the calculation
unit is greater than predetermined first threshold, and then determine that a moving object has been detected if the
difference value is greater than the predetermined first threshold.
[0178] The first embodiment is the method embodiment corresponding to this embodiment, and this embodiment and
the first embodiment can be implemented in cooperation with each other. Correlated technical details disclosed in the
first embodiment are still effective in this embodiment and will not be repeated here in order to reduce duplication.
Correspondingly, correlated technical details disclosed in this embodiment can also be applied in the first embodiment.
[0179] The seventh embodiment of the present invention relates to a motion analysis apparatus based on video
compression code stream. Fig. 13 is the structure diagram of the motion analysis apparatus based on video compression
code stream.
[0180] The seventh embodiment is improved based on the sixth embodiment. The main improvement is: a remapping
unit is added to the apparatus to quantify residual information in process of compressing video code stream, which can
filter part of insensitive information for human eyes and reduce date quantity to improve compression effect when picture
distortion has no obvious influence on the motion analysis result. A first merging unit is added to the apparatus to merge
classification of the macro block into a normalized processing on intra and inter macro blocks and a preprocessing
procedure of macro block information in remapping processing, which enables the macro block information can be
expressed in a unified form to facilitate sequential motion analysis.
[0181] As shown in Fig.13, the motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream specifically further
includes following units:
[0182] A remapping unit is configured to remap the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the macro block
extracted in the first extraction unit to the total number of bits or the residual bit number being independent with quantization
parameter according to quantization algorithm defined by compression standard of the video compression code stream.
[0183] A first merging unit is configured to merge classification of the macro block into inter macro block and intra
macro block according to the compression standard of video compression code stream. After the classification of the
macro block is merged into inter macro block and intra macro block according to the compression standard of video
compression code stream by the first merging unit, the remapping is performed according to quantization algorithm and
merged classification of the macro block by the remapping unit.
[0184] The remapping unit is further configured to remap the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the
macro block to the total number of bits or the residual bit number being independent with the quantization quantity
according to the quantization algorithm defined by the compression standard of the video compression code stream and
the classification of the macro block merged by the first merging unit.
[0185] In the sixth specific embodiment, the weighted average of the weighting unit to the residual bit number of the
macro blocks whose positions correspond with the current macro block in latest M frames can be performed by following
method: 

wherein, bg_avg_rsd(k) indicates that the residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with the
current macro block in latest M frames is the residual bit number having been weighted average, k indicates current
moment in time domain, block_rsd(k-i) indicates residual bit number of macro blocks having the same position in former
moment i of time-domain, m is a positive integer and indicates to perform weighted average to the residual bit number
of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with M frames, ω(k-i) is the weight of the residual bit number of the

macro blocks whose positions correspond with M frames and needs to meet the condition of  and

ω(k-i)≥0.
[0186] The second embodiment is the method embodiment corresponding to this embodiment, and this embodiment
and the second embodiment can be implemented in cooperation with each other. Correlated technical details disclosed
in the second embodiment are still effective in this embodiment and will not be repeated here in order to reduce duplication.
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Correspondingly, correlated technical details disclosed in this embodiment can also be applied in the second embodiment.
[0187] The eighth embodiment of the present invention relates to a motion analysis apparatus based on video com-
pression code stream. Fig. 14 is the structure diagram of a motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code
stream.
[0188] The eighth embodiment is improved based on the sixth embodiment. The main improvement is: after the
difference value is calculated by the calculation unit, a triple threshold determination unit is added to the apparatus to
implement triple threshold determination on the different value, which can further improve accuracy rate of the motion
analysis. A second merging unit is added to the apparatus to merge classification of the macro block into a normalized
processing on intra macro block and inter macro block and a preprocessing procedure of macro block information in
remapping processing of the remapping unit, which enables the macro block information can be expressed in a unified
form to facilitate sequential motion analysis. As shown in Fig.14, the motion analysis apparatus based on video com-
pression code stream specifically further includes following units:

A second extraction unit is configured to extract a motion vector of a macro block in a video frame from video
compression code stream.

A second determination unit is configured to determine whether the motion vector of the current macro block extracted
by the second extraction unit is greater than predetermined second threshold.

A third determination unit is configured to determine whether the obtained difference value which is calculated by
the calculation unit is greater than predetermined third threshold when the motion vector of the current macro block
is determined to be greater than the predetermined second threshold by the second determination unit, and then
determine that a moving object has been detected if the difference is greater than the predetermined third threshold,
in which the predetermined first threshold is greater than or equal to the predetermined third threshold.

A second merging unit is configured to merge classification of the macro block into inter macro block and intra macro
block according to the compression standard of the video compression code stream before the motion vector of the
macro block in the video frame is extracted from the video compression code stream by the second extraction unit.

[0189] Wherein, as shown in Fig.15, the second extraction unit in the motion analysis apparatus base on video com-
pression code stream includes following sub-modules:

A macro block classification determination sub-module is configured to determine that the current macro block is
an inter macro block or an intra macro block merged by the first or second merging unit.

A sub-macro block classification determination sub-module is configured to determine whether the inter macro block
is divided to multiple sub-macro blocks when the current macro block is determined to be an inter macro block by
the macro block classification determination sub-module.

A first vector weighting sub-module is configured to perform weighted average to motion vectors of all sub-macro
blocks to obtain the motion vector of the current macro block when the current macro block is determined to be an
inter macro block by the macro block classification determination sub-module and the current macro block is deter-
mined that has been divided to multiple sub-macro blocks by the sub-macro block determination sub-module.

A second vector weighting sub-module is configured to perform weighted average to motion vectors of inter macro
blocks around the intra macro block to obtain the motion vector of the current macro block when the current macro
block is determined to be an intra macro block by the macro block classification determination sub-module.

[0190] In other embodiments of the present invention, weighted average is performed to motion vectors of all sub-
macro blocks of the current macro block being an inter macro block to obtain the motion vector of the current macro
block, which can be maximum value, minimum value or medium value of all sub-macro block, etc. And the inter macro
block reserves only one motion vector as the motion vector of the current macro block being an inter macro block.
Similarly, for the current macro block being an inter macro block and having no motion vector, its motion vector can be
obtained by performing weighted average to motion vectors of the inter macro blocks around it, or by using all maximum
value, minimum value or medium value of the motion vectors of all inter macro blocks, etc.
[0191] The third embodiment is the method embodiment corresponding to this embodiment, and this embodiment and
the third embodiment can be implemented in cooperation with each other. Correlated technical details disclosed in the
third embodiment are still effective in this embodiment and will not be repeated here in order to reduce duplication.
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Correspondingly, correlated technical details disclosed in this embodiment can also be applied in the third embodiment.
[0192] The ninth embodiment of the present invention relates to a motion analysis apparatus based on video com-
pression code stream. Fig. 16 is a structure diagram of the motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code
stream.
[0193] The ninth embodiment is improved based on the sixth embodiment. The main improvement is: an area deter-
mination unit is added into the motion analysis method based on video compression code stream to implement macro
block determination of designated area, which the macro block of designated area can be automatically and quickly
located, and the background value of the macro block will not be calculated subsequently if the macro block is not the
macro block of designated area, such that unnecessary system overhead is saved. A direction determination unit is
added into the motion analysis method based on video compression code stream to implement motion vector determi-
nation of designated direction, which the macro block of designated direction can be automatically and quickly located,
and the background value of the macro block will not be calculated subsequently if it is not the macro block of the
designated direction, such that unnecessary system overhead as well as time and energy are saved in practical appli-
cation, such as the video compression motion analysis, etc. Motion area and direction in the picture can be detected by
normalized processing and background modeling for macro block information only in P frame and B frame and detecting
moving objects using the background model. This method has a small calculated quantity and can easily and effectively
eliminate the influence of noise and light in various scenes to deal with all kinds of complicated indoor and outdoor
scenes. It also can quickly get designated motion area and direction. Moreover, by only rebuilding picture of I frame
instead of P frame or B frame, it can omit some procedures having no serious influence on quality of the I picture to
save calculated quantity, such as loop filtering.
[0194] As shown in Fig. 16, the motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream specifically
further includes following units:

An area determination unit is configured to determine whether the current macro block is the macro block in designated
area before the background value is obtained through calculating by the weighting unit, and if the current macro
block is the macro block in designated area, then the step that background value is obtained through calculating by
the weighting unit is executed, otherwise detection for the current macro block ends.

[0195] In the other embodiments of the present invention, the motion analysis of the motion analysis method base on
video compression code stream is not limited to only on designated area of video frame in video compression code
stream. The motion analysis detection for one or more picture frames of video frame can be implemented by the motion
analysis method based on video compression code stream, or the video frame is defaulted to be an area of the full
picture, when the requirement for continuity of moving object is higher.
[0196] A direction determination unit is configured to determine whether the angle between direction of the motion
vector of current macro block and the designated direction is smaller than a predetermined threshold before the back-
ground value is obtained through calculating by the weighting unit, and if the angle is smaller than the predetermined
threshold, the step that background value is obtained through calculating by the weighting unit is executed, otherwise
detection for the current macro block ends.
[0197] The method of determining whether a motion direction interested users can be calculating an angle of two
directions, which determines that the two directions are identical if the angle is smaller than a specific threshold, otherwise
determine that the two directions are not identical.
[0198] In other embodiments of the present invention, it is not limited to implement motion analysis only on designated
motion direction of video frame in video compression code stream, which can be defaulted as any directions.
[0199] The apparatus further includes following units:

A frame classification determination unit is configured to determine classification of the current frame and if the
current frame is determined to be a B frame or P frame by the frame classification determination unit, then the step
that a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame from video compression code
stream is executed by the first extraction unit.

A reconstruction unit is configured to reconstruct the picture of I frame if the current macro frame is determined to
be an I frame by the frame classification determination unit.

An I frame motion analysis unit is configured to implement motion analysis for the picture of the I frame reconstructed
by the reconstruction unit.

[0200] In other embodiments of the present invention, the motion analysis method based on video compression code
stream can be chosen to implement motion analysis for macro block of I frame to determine relatively slower movement.
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However, the motion analysis for macro block of I frame would not be chosen to implemented.
[0201] The fourth embodiment is the method embodiment corresponding to this embodiment, and this embodiment
and the fourth embodiment can be implemented in cooperation with each other. Correlated technical details disclosed
in the fourth embodiment are still effective in this embodiment and will not be repeated here in order to reduce duplication.
Correspondingly, correlated technical details disclosed in this embodiment can also be applied in the fourth embodiment.
[0202] The tenth embodiment of the present invention relates to a code stream conversion apparatus based on video
compression code stream. Fig. 17 is a structure diagram of the code stream conversion apparatus based on video
compression code stream. As shown in Fig. 17, the code stream conversion apparatus based on video compression
code stream includes following components:

A motion analysis apparatus is configured to implement motion analysis on the video compression code stream
according to any one of the motion analysis methods mention above.

A motion code stream outputting unit is configured to output code stream in group of picture of the detected moving
object if the motion analysis of the motion analysis apparatus has determined that a moving object has been detected,
otherwise output code stream of pictures represented I frame in group of picture of undetected moving object.

As a preferable implementation in the present invention, code stream conversion of the code stream conversion
method based on video compression code stream can be implemented in GOP.

[0203] Moreover, code stream can be converted by directly using the result of the motion analysis without cost a great
deal of calculated quantity, which can keep information of original pictures and reduce pressure of network bandwidth
and storage caused by incremental code stream.
[0204] Code stream represented the picture of I frame can be original code in GOP or transcoding code stream of the
picture of the reconstructed I frame.
[0205] As a preferable implementation in the present invention, Fig. 18 is a structure diagram of a code stream
conversion apparatus based on video compression code stream in the tenth embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in Fig. 18, the code stream conversion apparatus specifically includes following units:

A code stream buffering unit is configured to receive and/or store code stream of one GOP and send code streams
corresponding to all pictures in GOP to an information extraction unit and a code stream conversion unit, respectively.

An information extraction unit is configured to analyze code stream according to the rule of the video compression
standard which has no restriction and includes present mainstream MPEG2, MPEG4 and H.264, etc. In the process
of analyzing code stream, information corresponding to every macro block is extracted for subsequent motion
analysis.

[0206] An information processing unit is configured to preprocess macro block information of the picture of P frame
or B frame extracted by the information extraction unit, wherein the preprocessing includes normalization of classification
of the macro block, remapping for the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the macro block and filtering
motion vectors. Several present mainstream video compression standards based on hybrid coding framework are dif-
ferent on the segmentation definition of classification of the macro block, quantization and segmentation of motion vector,
such as MPEG2, MPEG4, and H.264, etc. These differences are filtered and remapped to form a unified expression by
the information processing unit. Its specific method is:

Definition of the macro block is merged and two classifications which are intra macro block and inter macro block
are subdivided to many sub-types by different types of compression standards. These sub-types are merged to one
macro block classification mb_type which has two classification of intra macro block and inter macro block and the
processed classification of the macro block is marked as block_type. Moreover, different classification of the macro
block mb_type may change the remapping for the total number of bits mb_bits of macro blocks.

[0207] The total number of bits mb_bits of the macro block is remapped according to the quantization algorithm defined
by compression standard. All kinds of compression standards have different quantitative curves and algorithms, such
that different bit numbers mb_bits are generated after the quantifying and the coding of the macro block. Therefore,
when the remapping is required, the different measurement of the macro block can be converted from quantization
parameter related compression bits to the picture residual which is independent with the quantization parameter. Rem-
apped residual bit number of the macro block is remarked as block_rsd. Method of the remapping is that the total number
of bits mb_bits of all kinds of macro blocks by a weighted value W (QP) which form a monotonic increasing curve with
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the quantization coefficient. The curve is defined by quantization algorithm of each compression standard and influenced
by the macro block classification mb_type, for example, intra macro block and inter macro block have different remapping
curves.
[0208] When inter macro block is divided to many sub-macro blocks, MV is filtered and the filtering method for filtering
motion vector MV can be performing weighted average to various sub-macro blocks or using maximum value, minimum
value or medium value of the motion vectors of all sub-macro blocks, etc. In conclusion, one inter macro block only
preserve one motion vector MV as its motion vector. It should notice that there is no information about motion vector in
coding code stream when a macro block is an intra macro block, in this case, motion vector of the intra macro block can
utilize the weighted average of the motion vectors of the macro blocks around this intra macro block. The motion vector
of the filtered macro block is marked as block_mv.
[0209] An I picture reconstruction unit is configured to reconstruct I picture. Its implementation which belongs to mature
technology is stipulated by all kinds of video compressed standard. P frame and B frame will not be reconstructed in the
present invention, that is, I picture dose not generate drifting as it is used as a reference, such that some steps can be
executed partly according to the video compression standard on the precondition that it has no serious influence on the
quality of pictures, such as loop filtering of H.264 can be omitted.
[0210] An I picture motion analysis unit is configured to implement motion analysis on the I picture reconstructed by
the I picture reconstruction unit. Current I picture and the I picture which has been decoded and reconstructed constitute
a picture sequence, such that the motion analysis can be implemented using conventional video moving detection
algorithm or background modeling object division algorithm base on pixel.
[0211] A user information inputting unit is configured to receive and store information inputted by users. The so-called
user information means picture area designated by users to implement motion analysis, which is the location of all macro
blocks in the whole picture or macro blocks in several picture regions. The so-called user information also includes
motion directions interesting users in each macro block and sensitivity parameter of motion analysis which is utilized to
calculate some subsequently processed threshold. The interesting area and direction can be respectively defaulted to
be full screen area and any directions, and the sensitivity can also utilize defaulted recommendation value. These
parameters need not to be inputted by users in this case.
[0212] A P picture or B picture motion analysis unit is configured to implement motion analysis on every macro block
based on the macro information processed by the information processing unit, which includes background modeling,
background model matching and determining whether user interested movement has happened in macro block using
user information and model matching result. Then result of the determination is sent to a code stream conversion unit.
[0213] The code stream conversion unit is configured to accomplish code stream conversion operation.
[0214] As a preferable implementation in the present invention, Fig. 19 is a structure diagram of a code stream
conversion apparatus based on video compression code stream in the tenth embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in Fig. 19, the P picture or B picture motion analysis unit in the code stream conversion apparatus based on video
compression code stream specifically includes following sub-units:
[0215] A background model initialization sub-unit is configured to initialize background model parameter before im-
plementing motion analysis to the first picture of P frame or B frame. The background model parameter of every macro
block includes background residual mean value bg_avg_rsd, whose initialization value is a positive number, such as
utilizing block_rsd of current macro block of the first picture.
[0216] A background model matching sub-unit is configured to calculate difference rsd_dif between current macro
block block_rsd and background bg_avg_rsd. Absolute difference rsd_dif = |block_rsd_bg_avg_rsd| of both is utilized
in the measure method of rsd_dif, but it is not restrict to this measure method. If rsd_dif is greater than predetermined
threshold TH1, the current macro block is determined to be a moving macro block; otherwise absolute value mv_abs of
the motion vector block_mv of current macro block is calculated and then whether mv_abs is smaller than predetermined
threshold TH2 is determined. If mv_abs is smaller than predetermined threshold TH2, the current macro block is deter-
mined to be a static macro block; otherwise whether rsd_tif is greater than threshold TH3 is determined. If rsd_tif is
greater than threshold TH3, the current macro block is determined to be a moving macro block; otherwise the current
macro block is determined to be a static macro block. The so-called motion vector absolute value calculating method is
a measure method for measuring size of the motion vector.
[0217] A background model update unit is configured to update background model parameter after completing motion
determination of a macro block. A preferable updating scheme of the background model parameter bg_avg_rsd is
performing weighted average to time-domain block_rsk of the macro block in current location.
[0218] A motion information outputting sub-unit is configured to output motion information using user information and
matching result of the background model matching sub-unit. If a macro block is determined to be a moving macro block
in the background model matching sub-unit, whether the macro block is in the user interested area and whether its
motion direction is user interested motion direction are determined. At last, the determined motion information is sent
to the background model matching sub-unit.
[0219] In video monitoring area, moving object in picture and its characteristics are often concerned by users, however,
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pictures of many monitoring scenes in which moving object dose not exists most of the time or motion characteristics
of the moving object do not interest users. Thus, if most of static code streams are discarded and code stream fragments
which happens interesting movement are saved at this time, the storage space and network bandwidth required by the
code stream storing and sending are largely reduced, which is also an advantages of the code stream conversion
apparatus based on the motion analysis of the present invention.
[0220] The fifth embodiment is the method embodiment corresponding to this embodiment, and this embodiment and
the fifth embodiment can be implemented in cooperation with each other. Correlated technical details disclosed in the
fifth embodiment are still effective in this embodiment and will not be repeated here in order to reduce duplication.
Correspondingly, correlated technical details disclosed in this embodiment can also be applied in the fifth embodiment.
[0221] It should be explained that the units or modules disclosed in the system embodiments of this invention are logic
units or modules, physically, a logic unit or module can be a physical unit or module, or a portion of a physical unit or
module, or implemented in combination of several physical units or modules, and physical implementing methods for
these logic units or modules themselves are not the most important, instead, the combination of the functions achieved
by these logic units or modules is the key to solving the technical problem disclosed in this invention. In addition, for
highlighting creative portion of this invention, the above system embodiments of this invention do not introduce the units
or modules which are not related closely to solving the technical problem to disclose in this invention, which does not
indicate that the above system embodiments do not include other units or modules.
[0222] By referring to some preferred embodiments of this invention, this invention has been illustrated and described.
But it should be understood to those skilled in the art that various other changes in the forms and details may be made
without departing from the principles and scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A motion analysis method based on video compression code stream, wherein includes following steps:

a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video
compression code stream;
weighted average is performed to the total number of bits or the residual bit number of macro blocks whose
positions correspond with the current macro block in the latest M frames and a background value is obtained
through calculating, in which M is a natural number;
difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block and the
background value is calculated, and then a moving object is determined that has been detected if the difference
is greater than predetermined first threshold.

2. A motion analysis method based on video compression code stream according to Claim 1, wherein after the step
that a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video
compression code stream, the method includes following step:

A total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block is remapped to the total number of bits or the
residual number being independent with quantization parameter according to quantization algorithm defined by
compression standard of the video compression code stream.

3. A motion analysis method based on video compression code stream according to Claim 2, wherein before the step
of the remapping, the method includes following steps:

classification of the macro block is merged into inter macro block and intra macro block according to the com-
pression standard of the video compression code stream;
in the step of the remapping,
the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the macro block is remapped to the total number of bits or
the residual bit number being independent with the quantization parameter according to the quantization algo-
rithm defined by the compression standard of the video compression code stream and the classification of the
macro block.

4. A motion analysis method based on video compression code stream according to Claim 1, wherein the weighted
average to residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with the current macro block in
latest M frames can be performed by following mode: 
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wherein, bg_avg_rsd(k) indicates that the residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with
the current macro block in latest M frames is the residual bit number having been weighted average, k indicates
current moment in time domain, block_rsd(k-i) indicates residual bit number of macro blocks having the same position
in former moment i of time-domain, m is a positive integer and indicates to perform weighted average to the residual
bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with M frames, ω(k-i) is the weight of the residual bit
number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with M frames and needs to meet the condition of

 and ω(k-i)≥0 is satisfied.

5. A motion analysis method based on video compression code stream according to Claim 1, wherein before the step
that difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current macro block and the
background value is calculated, the method further includes following step:

a motion vector of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video compression code stream;
after the step that difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the current
macro block and the background value is calculated, the method further includes following step:

a moving object is determined that has been detected if the difference is greater than predetermined third
threshold and the motion vector of the current macro block is greater than predetermined second threshold,
in which the predetermined first threshold is greater than or equal to the predetermined third threshold.

6. A motion analysis method based on video compression code stream according to Claim 5, wherein before the step
that a motion vector of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video compression code stream, the method
further includes following step:

classification of the macro block is merged into inter macro block and intra macro block according to the com-
pression standard of the video compression code stream;
the step that a motion vector of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video compression code stream
further includes following sub-steps:

weighted average is performed to motion vectors of all sub-macro blocks to obtain the motion vector of the
current macro block when the current macro block is an inter macro block and has been divided to multiple
sub-macro blocks;
weighted average is performed to motion vectors of inter macro blocks around the intra macro block to
obtain the motion vector of the current macro block when the current macro block is an intra macro block.

7. A motion analysis method based on video compression code stream according to Claim 1, wherein before the step
that a background value is obtained through calculating, the method further includes following steps:

whether the current macro block is the macro block in designated area is determined and then if the current
macro block is the macro block in designated area, the step that a background value is obtained through
calculating is executed, otherwise detection for the current macro block ends.

8. A motion analysis method based on video compression code stream according to Claim 6, wherein before the step
that a background value is obtained through calculating, the method further includes following steps:

whether the angle between direction of the motion vector of current macro block and the designated direction
is smaller than a predetermined threshold is determined and then the step that a background value is obtained
through calculating is executed if the angle is smaller than the predetermined threshold, otherwise detection
for the current macro block ends.

9. A motion analysis method based on video compression code stream according to Claim 1, wherein before the step
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that a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame is extracted from video
compression code stream, the method further includes following steps:

classification of the current frame is determined;
if the current frame is a B frame or a P frame, then the step that a total number of bits or a residual bit number
of a macro block of a video frame is extracted from video compression code stream is executed;
if the current frame is an I frame, the picture of I frame is reconstructed and then the motion analysis is imple-
mented according to the reconstructed picture of I frame.

10. A code stream conversion method base on video compression code stream, wherein includes following steps:

the motion analysis is implemented on video compression code stream according to the motion analysis method
of Claim 1 ;
if the motion analysis has determined that a moving object has been detected, code stream in group of picture
of the detected moving object is outputted, otherwise only code stream of pictures represented I frame in group
of picture of undetected moving object is outputted.

11. A motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream, wherein includes following units:

a first extraction unit is configured to extract a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in
a video frame from video compression code stream;
a weighting unit is configured to perform weighted average to the total number of bits or the residual bit number
of macro blocks whose positions correspond with current macro block in latest M frames and to obtain a back-
ground value through calculating, in which M is a natural number;
a calculation unit is configured to calculate difference value between the total number of bits or the residual bit
number of the current macro block and the background value obtained from the weighting unit through calculating;
a first determination unit is configured to determine whether the difference value calculated by the calculation
unit is greater than predetermined first threshold, and then determine that a moving object has been detected
if the difference value is greater than the predetermined first threshold.

12. A motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream according to Claim 11, wherein further
includes following unit:

a remapping unit is configured to remap the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the macro block
extracted in the first extraction unit to the total number of bits or the residual bit number being independent with
quantization parameter according to quantization algorithm defined by compression standard of the video com-
pression code stream.

13. A motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream according to Claim 11, wherein further
includes following unit:

a first merging unit is configured to merge classification of the macro block into inter macro block and intra
macro block according to the compression standard of video compression code stream;
the remapping unit is further configured to remap the total number of bits or the residual bit number of the macro
block to the total number of bits or the residual bit number being independent with the quantization quantity
according to the quantization algorithm defined by the compression standard of the video compression code
stream and the classification of the macro block merged by the first merging unit.

14. A motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream according to Claim 11, wherein the weighted
average of the weighting unit to the residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with the
current macro block in latest M frames can be performed by the following method: 

wherein, bg_avg_rsd(k) indicates that the residual bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with
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the current macro block in latest M frames is the residual bit number having been weighted average, k indicates
current moment in time domain, block_rsd(k-i) indicates residual bit number of macro blocks having the same position
in former moment i of time-domain, m is a positive integer and indicates to perform weighted average to the residual
bit number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with M frames, ω(k-i) is the weight of the residual bit
number of the macro blocks whose positions correspond with M frames and needs to meet the condition of

and ω(k-i)≥0.

15. A motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream according to Claim 11, wherein further
includes following units:

a second extraction unit is configured to extract a motion vector of a macro block in a video frame from video
compression code stream;
a second determination unit is configured to determine whether the motion vector of the current macro block
extracted by the second extraction unit is greater than predetermined second threshold;
a third determination unit is configured to determine whether the obtained difference value which is calculated
by the calculation unit is greater than predetermined third threshold when the motion vector of the current macro
block is determined to be greater than the predetermined second threshold by the second determination unit,
and then determine that a moving object has been detected if the difference is greater than the predetermined
third threshold, in which the predetermined first threshold is greater than or equal to the predetermined third
threshold.

16. A motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream according to Claim 15, wherein further
includes following units:

a second merging unit is configured to merge classification of the macro block into inter macro block and intra
macro block according to the compression standard of the video compression code stream before the motion
vector of the macro block in the video frame is extracted from the video compression code stream by the second
extraction unit;
the second extraction unit includes following sub-modules:

a macro block classification determination sub-module is configured to determine that the current macro
block is an inter macro block or an intra macro block merged by the first or second merging unit;
a sub-macro block classification determination sub-module is configured to determine whether the inter
macro block is divided to multiple sub-macro blocks when the current macro block is determined to be an
inter macro block by the macro block classification determination sub-module;
a first vector weighting sub-module is configured to perform weighted average to motion vectors of all sub-
macro blocks to obtain the motion vector of the current macro block when the current macro block is
determined to be an inter macro block by the macro block classification determination sub-module and the
current macro block is determined that has been divided to multiple sub-macro blocks by the sub-macro
block determination sub-module;
a second vector weighting sub-module is configured to perform weighted average to motion vectors of inter
macro blocks around the intra macro block to obtain the motion vector of the current macro block when the
current macro block is determined to be an intra macro block by the macro block classification determination
sub-module.

17. A motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream according to Claim 11, wherein further
includes following unit:

an area determination unit is configured to determine whether the current macro block is the macro block in
designated area before the background value is obtained through calculating by the weighting unit, and if the
current macro block is the macro block in designated area, then the step that background value is obtained
through calculating by the weighting unit is executed, otherwise detection for the current macro block ends.

18. A motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream according to Claim 16, wherein further include:

a direction determination unit is configured to determine whether the angle between direction of the motion
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vector of current macro block and the designated direction is smaller than a predetermined threshold before
the background value is obtained through calculating by the weighting unit, and if the angle is smaller than the
predetermined threshold, the step that background value is obtained through calculating by the weighting unit
is executed, otherwise detection for the current macro block ends.

19. A motion analysis apparatus based on video compression code stream according to Claim 11, wherein further
includes:

a frame classification determination unit is configured to determine classification of the current frame and if the
current frame is determined to be a B frame or P frame by the frame classification determination unit, then the
step that a total number of bits or a residual bit number of a macro block in a video frame from video compression
code stream is executed by the first extraction unit;
a reconstruction unit is configured to reconstruct the picture of I frame if the current frame is determined to be
an I frame by the frame classification determination unit;
an I frame motion analysis unit is configured to implement motion analysis according to the picture of the I frame
reconstructed by the reconstruction unit.

20. A code stream conversion apparatus based on video compression code stream, wherein includes following sections:

a motion analysis apparatus according to Claim 11;
a motion code stream outputting unit is configured to output code stream in group of picture of the detected
moving object if the motion analysis of the motion analysis apparatus has determined that a moving object has
been detected, otherwise output code stream of pictures represented I frame in group of picture of undetected
moving object.
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